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Abstract
A fundamental aspect of Hans Eysenck’s research was his emphasis upon
using all the tools available to the researcher to study personality. This
included correlational, experimental, physiological, and genetic approaches.
50 years after Cronbach’s call for the reunification of the two disciplines of
psychology (Cronbach, 1957) and 40 years after Eysenck’s plea for exper-
imental approaches to personality research (H. J. Eysenck, 1966), what is
the status of the unification? Should personality researchers use experimen-
tal techniques? Do experimental techniques allow us to tease out causality,
and are we communicating the advantages of combining experimental with
multivariate correlational techniques? We review the progress made since
Cronbach and Eysenck’s original papers and suggest that although it is still
uncommon to find experimental studies of personality, psychology would
benefit from the joint use of correlational and experimental approaches.

Introduction

A central theme of Hans Eysenck’s research and writings was the integration of the
scientific study of personality into the field of psychology as a whole, as well as the rest of
the natural sciences (H. J. Eysenck, 1966, 1997; H. J. Eysenck & Eysenck, 1985). Genetic
and physiological questions were as much a part of Eysenck’s theoretical framework as were
basic findings in learning and motivation (H. J. Eysenck & Eysenck, 1985). He pioneered
the use of the most recent developments in psychological measurement and psychomet-
rics and the application of these techniques to self-report and behavioral observations.
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Unsatisfied with merely trying to utilize classic experimental psychology as a guide for
personality theory, Eysenck also emphasized the contribution that personality theory and
research could make to the seemingly unrelated research questions of experimental psy-
chology1 (H. J. Eysenck, 1966, 1983, 1997). In this article we evaluate the degree to which
current work in personality theory and research has aimed at and reached Eysenck’s lofty
goals of the integration of these two fields.

Personality and Experimental Psychology

Ever since Wundt introduced experiments into psychology (Wundt, 1874, 1904) and
Galton (1892) studied individual differences in genius, there has been a persistent ten-
sion between the experimental and correlational methodological and statistical approaches
taken by experimental and personality psychology, respectively. Cronbach (1957, 1975),
H. J. Eysenck (1966, 1997) and Vale and Vale (1969), however, highlighted the strengths
and weaknesses of the alternative approaches and argued for the reunification of the two
disciplines. They believed that the field of psychology would be improved if experimen-
talists and correlationalists could share methods, theories, and findings. Eysenck’s most
impressive statement of the need to combine the two disciplines was his (posthumous) 1997
paper contending that personality researchers should adapt a paradigmatic approach (H. J.
Eysenck, 1997) in order to make progress. Following Kuhn (1970), he used paradigm to
refer to a coherent theoretical and methodological model within which a scientific field
conducts its work. He suggested that personality psychology, insofar as it resisted the
integration of experimental methods, remained pre-paradigmatic; that is, it lacked an ex-
plicit framework that related constructs via causal mechanisms, and moreover lacked the
ability to test hypothesized causal relationships. Most importantly, he suggested that a
research agenda combining experimental and correlational techniques to develop and test
causal theories of personality was crucial for the field to develop a paradigm within which
progress can be made.

As many readers will recognize, dichotomizing research approaches into the experi-
mental and correlational confounds research design with the method of data analysis. The
traditional statistical tool for the experimentalist has been the comparison of means using
the t-test or its generalization, the analysis of variance (ANOVA). This is in contrast to the
analysis of variability and covariance using the correlation coefficient and multivariate pro-
cedures. However, because ANOVA and the correlation coefficient are both special cases of
the general linear model, it is better to consider the distinction to be between experimental
and observational methods rather than experimental and correlational analysis.

Perhaps Eysenck’s greatest strength was his commitment to developing personality
psychology into a mature scientific field of inquiry. By that, he meant one in which we have

1The terms used by Cronbach (1957) and H. J. Eysenck (1966) seem somewhat quaint in that now most
psychologists refer to cognitive psychology or cognitive-neuro psychology for what used to be the domain
of “experimental” psychology.
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gone beyond observations and hunches to the development and testing of causal models. He
observed that scientific inquiry in general, and personality theory in particular, ranges from
inspired hunch to formal theory and hoped that it was possible to develop formal theory
that was subject to rigorous test. In addition to his concern with developing good measures
of personality traits, he was an advocate of experimental and physiological techniques to
tease apart the intricacies of personality, for he recognized that it was impossible to test
causal theories from even the best of observational analysis. To Eysenck, factor analysis
and structural equation modeling were tools to describe structure, but not tools to explain
structure or process. For explanation, experiments were required.

The current state of integration of experimental methods and
personality research

In order to evaluate the current level of usage of experimental techniques in research
on individual differences, we analyzed all 2005 and 2006 volumes of the five major person-
ality journals: European Journal of Personality (EJP), Journal of Personality (JoP), the
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology2, Journal of Research in Personality (JRP),
and the Personality and Individual Differences (PaID), by performing computer searches
for the use of the words “random, experiment, experimental, condition, or assigned” (Table
1).

Perhaps the most obvious finding from this classification is the infrequency of exper-
imental work published in the last two years in any of the journals. 0% of the articles in
the EJP, <6% of the articles in JoP, ≈ 12% in the journal that Eysenck edited for 20 years
(PaID) and 16% of the articles in JRP contained some experimental study; the journal with
the highest percentage of experimental studies of personality was the personality section
of JPSP with 28%.

In the journal that had the most experimental studies (PaID), the plurality were tests
of hypotheses derived from Reinforcement Sensitivity Theory (Gray & McNaughton, 2000;
Corr, 2007). In addition to studies where there were actual experimental manipulations
there were a few studies using tasks more typically seen in experimental psychology (e.g.,
the wholistic-analytic or the “forest-trees” perceptual task developed by Navon (1977)).

The unfortunate conclusion from this brief review of publication practices is that
the use of experimental techniques is uncommon in current research. This suggests that
the desired unification of the correlational/observational with the experimental disciplines
called for by Cronbach and Eysenck has not yet occurred. In the rest of this paper we
address why we believe that it remains important to unify these two approaches.

2For JPSP we included only those articles that also had the word “personality” either as a keyword or
in the abstract. In the analysis of JPSP we report both the total of articles published as well as that subset
having to do with personality.
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Table 1: Frequency of experimental research in personality published in 2005 or 2006. * For JPSP,
we have included all articles and then just the ones with personality in the abstract or as a keyword.

Journal Total Experimental % Experimental
Personality Personality

EJP 68 0 0
JoP 125 7 6

JPSP 280 26 9
JPSP∗ 92 26 28
JRP 102 16 16
PaID 586 73 12
Total* 1161 122 11

Importance of Individual Differences for experimental psychology

According to Eysenck, the failure to integrate experimental with observational ev-
idence was not just an oversight of observationalists who do not consider experimental
evidence; it was also a weakness of experimentalists who treat all subjects as if they were
the same. Eysenck argued that experimental psychologists need to consider how individual
differences affect their findings just as chemists need to consider how different elements
react differently (H. J. Eysenck, 1966). For instance, no chemist would say “stuff dissolves
in water” or even “some stuff dissolves in water, other stuff doesn’t,” but rather would
examine the properties of molecules that lead to water solubility. Most experimentalists
do appreciate that individuals differ in their response to experimental conditions; however,
they tend to view these differences as nuisances that must be controlled for by using proper
(usually within-subject) experimental designs.

The easiest way to control for individual differences is, of course, merely to increase
the sample size. This increases statistical power because the standard errors have been
reduced to allow for “statistical significance” for the particular population effect size of
interest (see Harlow, Mulaik, and Steiger (1997) for a critique of this approach of conven-
tional null hypothesis testing). Given the size limitations of undergraduate subject pools, it
is more typical to use within-subject designs that effectively remove the between individual
effects. If one is concerned with measuring reaction time (RT) differences associated with
semantic priming or perceptual interference in a global-local task, that participants differ
in ability, age, arousal, and motivation, all large sources of variance in reaction time, is
irrelevant. RT paradigms are particularly sensitive to the power of within-subject designs:
the between conditions effects might be of the order of 10-20 ms and the within subject
standard deviations are of the order of 50 ms. Even worse, the stable between subject
standard deviations are of the order of several hundred ms. Thus, using participants as
their own control increases the power of the design enough to get reliable between condition
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effects.
Unfortunately for experimentalists, the use of within-subject designs in itself is not

able to entirely obviate the need to attend to individual differences, because systematic
interactions of individual differences with many experimental variables can mask some very
important findings relating situational manipulations to performance. H. J. Eysenck (1966,
1967, 1997) reviewed excellent examples of cross-over interactions of personality variables
(specifically extraversion, impulsivity, and neuroticism) with situational manipulations,
and a comprehensive review of the power of integrating experimental approaches with
personality was his landmark 1985 text (H. J. Eysenck & Eysenck, 1985). For example,
Shigehisa and Symons (1973) investigated personality effects on multimodal stimulation
and showed that for more introverted participants, auditory sensitivity was an inverted U
shape function of light intensity (that is, it was a positive function of light intensity for low
levels of intensity, but a negative function for high intensities). This was in contrast to the
finding that the auditory sensitivity of more extraverted participants increased monotoni-
cally as a function of light intensity. Ignoring individual differences would have diminished
the cross modal effect. Howarth and Eysenck (1968) found that verbal recall was an in-
teractive function of extraversion and recall interval with more introverted participants
recalling more as the recall interval increased but more extraverted participants recalling
less as the recall interval increased. This result is consistent with examinations of arousal
effects on memory where low arousal seems to facilitate immediate recall but hinder later
recall and high arousal hinders immediate but facilitates delayed recall (W. Revelle & Lof-
tus, 1990). Once again, by ignoring the individual differences in introversion-extraversion,
the consistency of the arousal by recall interval interaction where arousal is either ma-
nipulated or is the result of stable between subject differences (introversion-extraversion)
would have been missed. In another experiment, H. J. Eysenck and Levey (1972) showed
that eyeblink conditioning was better for more introverted participants under weak UCS
conditions but better for more extraverted subjects under strong UCS conditions. This
paper, in addition to clarifying the effect of stimulation on eye blink conditioning, also
demonstrated the power of experiments to tease out more subtle interactions: the effect of
enhanced conditioning was much larger for the impulsivity rather than sociability compo-
nent of extraversion as measured by the Eysenck Personality Inventory (H. J. Eysenck &
Eysenck, 1964).

Inspired by these demonstrations of the importance of considering individual differ-
ences in the context of experimental manipulations, we showed that the complex cognitive
performance of more introverted subjects is hindered, but that of more extraverted sub-
jects is facilitated, by caffeine and time stress (W. Revelle, Amaral, & Turriff, 1976), with
no main effects of either personality or caffeine and time stress on performance. Even
with the enormous sample sizes associated with studies done by the Educational Testing
Service, prior experimental work had failed to show any effect of stress upon complex
reasoning tasks (the Graduate Record Exam) similar to the ones we used. This was, of
course, because our effects were cross-over interactions, with no main effects of stress or
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of personality. Followup studies showed that this effect was even more complicated and
showed a systematic three way cross-over interaction between personality (impulsivity),
caffeine, and time of day with no main effects of either personality, drug, or time of day
(W. Revelle, Humphreys, Simon, & Gilliland, 1980). Consistent with the earlier findings
of H. J. Eysenck and Levey (1972), impulsivity rather than sociabiilty was the compo-
nent of extraversion with the most systematic effect. The complex, but systematic pattern
of person x situation x task interactions shown in these and subsequent studies provided
strong support for the need to integrate individual differences into more standard cognitive
paradigms and theory (Humphreys & Revelle, 1984).

There are, of course, exceptions to the generalization that experimentalists ignore
individual differences. For example, Underwood (1975) considered individual differences
to be the crucible of psychological theory. After years of fruitfully investigating learning
using experimental methods, he realized that the theoretical inferences drawn from his
findings implied a basic assumption that people differed in their learning experiences, and
that these differences mediated the effects that he observed. Unless there were systematic
individual differences in response to the manipulations, his theoretical explanations would
be false (note that he was primarily concerned with individual differences in states rather
than stable differences in traits). In a subsequent study, Underwood used the power of
individual differences by examining the correlations and factor structure of a number of
measures of episodic and semantic memory to distinguish beyond attributes of memory
and of response (Underwood, Boruch, & Malmi, 1978). For the cognitive research program
of Broadbent (1971), individual differences were a source of hypotheses that led to elegant
generalizations of models of decision processes. For example, the similarity of the effects
of sleep deprivation and extraversion on vigilance performance led him to search for a
common cause (arousal) to both the experimental and observational variables. To yet
other experimentalists, individual differences are interesting extensions of cognitive (M. W.
Eysenck & Calvo, 1998; M. W. Eysenck & Mathews, 1987) or drive theory (Spence, Farber,
& McFann, 1956) as applied to real world problems such as anxiety. Individual differences
in state anxiety are thought to influence the working memory capacity of participants
involved in cognitive processing (M. W. Eysenck & Calvo, 1998) or the excitatory potential
while learning easy versus difficult lists in a serial anticipation task (Spence et al., 1956).
For those of us who include intelligence as an aspect of personality, the work of Hunt has
always been an example of the integration of experimental cognitive psychology with the
study of individual differences (Hunt, 1995; Waller, Knapp, & Hunt, 2001).

The importance of individual differences in physiological responses in brain imaging
and genetic paradigms has become increasingly recognized in the past few years. Remi-
niscent of the suggestions by Underwood (1975), Kosslyn et al. (2002) showed the power
of individual differences in understanding physiological processes and how, if ignored, in-
dividual differences can mask important findings. A review by Canli (2004) in this journal
and chapters (Canli, 2006b; Depue, 2006; Lesch & Canli, 2006) in a recent volume on the
biological basis of personality (Canli, 2006a) and others also make this point very well.
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Examining individual differences in physiological reactions to situations, Depue (2006) dis-
cusses how it is possible to test biological models of Extraversion and dopamine sensitivity
by manipulating affect using film cues with and without opiate antagonists for partici-
pants who differ in trait affiliation. This work goes beyond demonstrations of differences
in brain structure or functioning, and tests individual differences in neural responses to
environmental cues.

Although not typically considered experimental psychology per se, randomized clin-
ical trials of psychological interventions are another area in which concern for individual
differences has led to significant theoretical advances in an otherwise experimental setting.
For example, attention to individual differences over time in the response to cognitive-
behavioral therapy (CBT) for depression led Tang and DeRubeis (1999) to discover the
important treatment phenomenon of ”sudden gains,” in which some (but not all) patients
undergoing a psychological treatment will experience dramatic improvements in outcome
measures within a very short period of time, rather than a gradual, constant improve-
ment. There had been a long-standing discrepancy between anecdotal clinical experience
(in which clinicians often reported seeing major improvements in a patient in between two
consecutive sessions, while otherwise change was very slow), and the analyses of outcome
studies, which indicated that groups of patients improved gradually over the course of
treatment. Rather than analyzing the pattern of symptom improvement of whole treat-
ment groups, Tang and DeRubeis instead looked at the patterns of change in individual
patients, and discovered that more than a third experienced these rapid bursts of im-
provement. This finding turned out to have significant consequences, particularly with
respect to the study of the active elements of psychological interventions: by identifying
the therapeutic elements introduced immediately prior to such sudden gains, it is possible
to better understand what makes a particular treatment effective. Moreover, it has been
found that those who experience sudden gains are less likely to relapse following treatment
(Tang, DeRubeis, Hollon, Amsterdam, & Shelton, 2007), suggesting that closer study of
the individual differences (in addition to the treatment elements) responsible for sudden
gains is critical for understanding the causal mechanisms of psychotherapy and therefore
for designing more effective and efficacious treatments.

Importance of experimental methods for personality theory

H. J. Eysenck (1997) answered the question of whether personality research could
be paradigmatic with an optimistic “yes” and emphasized the importance of experimental
techniques and theory for continued progress in the field:

... purely taxonomic studies, inevitably correlational in kind, and using fac-
tor analytic, multidimensional scaling, and similar methods of analysis, cannot
achieve paradigmatic status because of the inevitable subjectivity involved in
such studies. What is required is a more theoretical approach seeking causal
connections and using experimental tests of deductions from the theories in
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question. Existing theories have already shown the possibility of this approach
in the field of personality and intelligence, enabling researchers to answer ques-
tions that a purely correlational approach cannot answer. (H.J. Eysenck, 1997,
p 1234)

H. J. Eysenck (1997) stressed the importance of experiments as ways of testing
causal theory. He did not believe that pure observational approaches could be anything
more than mere descriptions and sources of hunches in a preparadigmatic science. It
should be noted that by emphasizing the need for experimentation in science, he over
looked the substantial progress in observational sciences such as astronomy, meteorology,
or oceanography. However, the lack of the ability to do experiments in these fields has
delayed the acceptance of hypotheses such as the anthropogenic causes of global warming
(R. Revelle & Seuss, 1957).

Eysenck also believed that personality theory could gain a great deal by taking
the finest theories from experimental psychology and specifying how individual differences
acted as either parameter settings in these models or as process variables. He wanted to
integrate the two approaches into a mature, unified field. Thus, his early work (H. J.
Eysenck, 1957) attempted to explain differences in introversion-extraversion in terms of
the drive theory models of the day (Hull, 1952), while he later revised these explanations
in terms of arousal systems (Broadbent, 1971; H. J. Eysenck, 1967) and then integrated
cognitive (H. J. Eysenck & Eysenck, 1985) and molecular genetic (H. J. Eysenck, 1997)
findings.3

In addition to providing theoretical foundations and allowing causal tests of theory,
experiments are capable of better refining our knowledge of personality traits, both ex-
tending and limiting the range of their generalizibility. But how can we do experiments
with personality? We can not assign a person to the female condition, to the extravert
condition, or the intelligent condition; these traits are stable between-individual differences
that are not subject to random assignment. However, if a personality trait variable inter-
acts with an experimental manipulation, this limits the scope of generality both of the
manipulation and of the personality trait. Thus, although discussed above as an example
of how interactions can mask effects, H. J. Eysenck and Levey (1972)’s examination of the
conditioning theory of socialization (introverts condition more readily, and are thus better
socialized), also may be seen as defining the limits of the conditioning theory. In particular,
only when the situation was relaxing did introverts condition more rapidly than extraverts;
when the situation was stressful, the reverse was the case. This result called into question
the simple notion that introverts were just more readily conditioned and thus more likely
to be socialized to conventional rules.

That the performance on complex cognitive tasks of more introverted subjects is
hindered but that of more extraverted participants is facilitated by caffeine is interesting

3In his last talk to the International Society of Individual Difference in 1997, a few months before he
died, he said that if he were younger he would try to learn molecular genetics.
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and consistent with predictions made by H. J. Eysenck (1967). This prediction followed
from his hypotheses that introverts are chronically more aroused than are extraverts and
(based upon a generalization of Yerkes and Dodson (1908)) that arousal has an inverted
U relationship to performance. This interaction with caffeine allows us to reject the hy-
pothesis that introverts are just smarter than extraverts, for while their scores are higher
in the relaxed, placebo condition, their scores were lower in the time stress and caffeine
condition. But that this effect interacts with time of day such that the effect reverses
in the evening limits the generalization that introverts are chronically more aroused than
extraverts (W. Revelle et al., 1980). Moreover, that this effect is mainly due to impulsivity
and not to sociability speaks to issues in the measurement of extraversion far better than
factor analytical arguments (Rocklin & Revelle, 1981). Interaction patterns constrain our
generalizations about personality variables and force us to specify the particular condi-
tions in which trait X is related to phenomena Y. By constraining the effect to particular
conditions we are actually strengthening our causal models. For example, through the
use of random assignment of “morning types” and “evening types” to morning or evening
conditions, Bodenhausen (1990) was able to show that the tendency to stereotype was a
judgmental heuristic associated with a lack of cognitive resources rather than a broader
trait variable.

In addition to limiting the extent of inferences about personality (W. Revelle, 2007b),
experimental designs incorporating personality variables allows the elicitation of a greater
range of underlying psychological states (e.g., arousal, fear, positive or negative affect) than
would be achievable by simple manipulations that do not take personality into account.
That caffeine increases arousal is well known, but the range of arousal can be increased by
choosing subjects known to have high or low arousal in certain situations (evening people in
the morning and morning people in the evening will have very low arousal, morning people
in the morning and evening people in the evening will have very high arousal). Similarly,
when studying mood effects upon memory, the selection of depressed versus non-depressed
participants greatly enhances the range of negative affective states.

Our emphasis upon the theoretical power of interactions might remind some of our
readers about the person x situation controversies of the 1970s. This is not our intent. We
view the debate about the relative importance of the person or the situation in predicting
behavior (Magnusson & Endler, 1977) as an unfortunate detour for much of American
personality research in the 1970s and 1980s. Eysenck and his colleagues tended to ignore
this controversy, mainly because his work had consistently shown the significance of the
situation and its interaction with individual differences (H. J. Eysenck, 1967; H. J. Eysenck
& Eysenck, 1985). That person variables interacted with situational and task variables
was so obvious to those working in the Eysenckian tradition that it hardly needed to be
elaborated. Interactions were just assumed to be a natural part of the process of theory
building and testing.

What was missing from the personality x situation debate was an emphasis upon
defining the situation in a manner that could lead to theoretical predictions about the
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patterning of individual differences in behavior across situations. Unfortunately, this still
seems to be the case. Not enough effort has been applied to the problem of what is a
situation and how do situations differ. As a methodological advance, it would probably be
useful to think of situations as we think of items in the ability domain: To what extent is
the patterning of responses across situations different than the patterning of ability items
across ability domains? Just as some people are better at spatial than verbal material,
are some people more sociable at parties and others in small groups? Is it possible to
generalize Item Response Theory techniques from psychometrics to the study of social
situations? That is, are some situations “more difficult” than others for eliciting particular
behaviors? Can we scale situations in terms of the effect they have upon individuals?

A serious challenge for correlational examinations of the effects of situations on in-
dividuals is that people do not randomly choose situations. Extraverts, for instance, seek
out lively parties and tend to experience more positive affect. But does the lively party
induce the positive affect, does being in a good mood increase the likelihood of attending
a party, do people with positive affect make the party lively, or are extraverts (who tend
to go to parties) just more likely to have positive affect? By experimentally assigning
people to situations or to acting in a particular way, Fleeson and his colleagues have been
able to tease these phenomena apart and to show that at least some of the affective state
– personality trait association is due to the differences in behavior associated with trait
extraversion (Fleeson, Malanos, & Achille, 2002; Fleeson, 2004; McNiel & Fleeson, 2006).

Some have proposed that personality taxonomies based upon the lexicon (Norman,
1963, 1969) allow us to follow Plato’s dictum to “carve nature at its joints,” and that
by using taxometric methods we can find “natural kinds” of individuals (Gangestad &
Snyder, 1985; Asendorf, Borkenau, Ostendorf, & Van Aken, 2001), ( but see Zachar (2000)
for a contrary view). It is likely, however, that the use of experimental methods will allow
us to discriminate between patterns of individual responding as a function of situational
manipulations more effectively than by taxometric techniques alone. Canli’s demonstration
(Canli, 2006a) that the differential patterning of brain activation observed in response to
pictures inducing positive or negative mood differs further as a function of extraversion (for
positive pictures) and neuroticsm (for negative pictures) makes an important distinction
between positive and negative affect and the personality dimensions representing sensitivity
to environmental cues. It is difficult to imagine the self report item that could make
this distinction as well. Differential patterns of responding to different situations can be
used as a way to discriminate between traits far more powerfully than can factor analytic
techniques. (Consider the different patterning of responses to caffeine or time of day for
sociability and impulsivity (W. Revelle et al., 1980) compared to the analysis of scales for
impulsivity and sociability (Rocklin & Revelle, 1981)).
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Theoretical inference

The relative lack of experimental studies in personality research reflects that much
of the field is descriptive rather than causal. This is, of course, the separation of the two
disciplines that Cronbach and Eysenck wanted to unify. The importance of detecting re-
lationships as found by correlations is not to be denied, but if we are to do paradigmatic
and progressive research in personality, it is important to attend carefully to the logic of
the scientific method as it applies to our field. The power of good experimental technique
is that sound theoretical progress can be made by empirically pruning the tree of possible
hypotheses and eliminating those inconsistent with experimental results. That is, by fol-
lowing the inductive reasoning procedures advocated by Platt (1964) we follow the method
proposed by that great (but mythical) investigator, Sherlock Holmes, who reasoned that
when you have eliminated the impossible, whatever remains, no matter how improbable,
must be the truth (Doyle, 1929). Although others have argued that Platt misrepresents the
process of science (Davis, 2006; O’Donohue & Buchanan, 2001), the emphasis upon asking
“the question” of which specific hypothesis a finding disconfirms, or asking what finding
would disconfirm a specific hypothesis, nevertheless makes for more critical researchers and
logically rigorous theoreticians. It is deceptively easy to claim to test the hypothesis that
all swans are white by the confirmatory procedure of looking for white swans rather than
seeking to disconfirm by looking for black swans (Popper, 1935).

Theory testing versus confirmatory studies

H. J. Eysenck (1997) worried that the current status of most theory in personality
does not allow for the kind of Popperian falsification advocated by Platt (1964), and
that an undue reliance on disconfirmatory results would slay theories before they had
the chance to mature. He suggested that most personality theories were weak in that
they require long chains of assumptions to make their predictions; indeed, he considered
most nomological networks of psychology to be composed of more hypothesis than theory.
Because of the many inferential steps needed, he suggested that our studies emphasize
theory verification rather than theory disconfirmation. At the early stages of theory and
construct development, an emphasis on falsification may be problematic, partly because
any study on latent psychological variables has many more ways of being wrong (poor
theory, poor measurement, poor experimental design) then of being correct (W. Revelle,
2007b; W. Revelle & Anderson, 1992). However, exclusive emphasis upon confirmatory
studies can hinder theory development, in that it fails to prune the tree of alternative
hypotheses. As personality theories become stronger and our confirmatory evidence more
reliable, the ability to make clearer predictions should be accompanied by increased use of
disconfirmatory studies.

The hallmark of good theory, Eysenck’s being among the best, is that it is possible
to make and test predictions that are direct challenges to it. At least five studies from our
lab have been direct tests of two (or more) competing hypotheses derived from Eysenck’s
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1967 and 1985 theories. Two of these studies were direct tests, the remaining three were
tests of derivative hypotheses. A direct test of Eysenck’s hypothesis that introverts are
always more aroused than extraverts examined the effect of time of day on the caffeine by
introversion interaction (W. Revelle et al., 1980), a second direct test compared predictions
from Eysenck versus Gray (1982) with respect to the role of cues for reward and punishment
(Zinbarg & Revelle, 1989). A third studied tested competing models of the effects of
anxiety on cognitive performance partially derived from H. J. Eysenck and Eysenck (1985)
(Leon & Revelle, 1985) , a fourth compared two hypotheses about the relationship between
impulsivity and the decay of arousal (Anderson & Revelle, 1994), and a fifth examined
competing explanations for the Yerkes-Dodson “Law” (Anderson, Revelle, & Lynch, 1989;
Yerkes & Dodson, 1908).

H. J. Eysenck (1967) claimed that a primary reason that extraverts seek more social
stimulation, smoke more, and engage in more sex and at an earlier age than do introverts
is due to their basal level of arousal. Extraverts were thought to be compensating for
a low internal level of arousal by seeking more externally induced arousal. In addition,
he proposed that there was an optimal level of arousal for performance, with higher or
lower levels leading to decrements in performance. In an early study, we reported evidence
supporting (compatible with) this hypothesis by showing that when taking a complex
reasoning test similar to the Graduate Record Examination the performance of introverts
was hindered but that of extraverts was facilitated by the combination of time stress and
caffeine (W. Revelle et al., 1976).

But Eysenck (H. J. Eysenck, 1967) had also reviewed findings suggesting the in-
troverts and extraverts differed in the phase of their diurnal arousal rhythm, at least as
assessed by body temperature (Blake, 1967). He did not seem to notice that this latter
finding was incompatible with his basic hypothesis. For if the introvert extravert difference
was one of phase rather than level of arousal, it would be difficult to claim this led to differ-
ences in stimulation seeking. The results of seven studies showed that caffeine facilitated
the performance on complex cognitive tasks (similar to the Graduate Record Exam) of more
extraverted participants in the morning but hindered their performance in the evening (W.
Revelle et al., 1980). This result would be consistent with the hypothesis of greater arousal
for introverts if the detrimental effect of caffeine on the performance of introverts in the
morning was even larger in the evening. In direct violation of the assumption of a constant
difference in arousal, the performance of the more introverted participants was enhanced
in the evening. These results were consistent with the hypothesis that arousal varied diur-
nally and that the introvert extravert difference in arousal was one of phase rather than of
level. Such a finding was, however, at complete odds with the arousal seeking explanation
of extraversion, for it would imply that extraverts would become more “introverted” (e.g.,
not interested in being sociable or seeking sexual companionship) in the evening, when
their arousal is at its highest and most extraverted at dawn, when their arousal level is
lowest. We know of no evidence to support this prediction.
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Competing versus complementary hypotheses

Psychological theories differ both in breadth and depth. A theory is broader insofar as
it incorporates predictions and explanations of more diverse phenomena, and it is deeper
according to the detail of the causal explanations in the mechanisms evoked. Theory
development, then, consists of increasing the breadth of the theory by extending it into
new domains, as well as clarifying the fundamental mechanisms. Eysenck’s theory of
personality (H. J. Eysenck, 1967; H. J. Eysenck & Eysenck, 1985) was both broad and deep.
By integrating self reports with observational and physiological measures it had a breadth
far beyond the taxonomic descriptions of the Big 5 (Goldberg, 1990; McCrae & Costa,
1999), and by attempting to attribute cause to genetic predispositions and physiological
mechanisms, it had greater depth as well.

A useful heuristic to compare alternative theories is considering phenomena and
theories as rows and columns of a matrix, in which the cells represent whether the theory
predicts a positive or a negative relationship or does not address a particular phenomenon.
While many cells in the matrix will be empty because theories may be complementary or
speak to different phenomena, some rows will have identical entries across all the columns
as alternative theories will all make the same prediction. Theory generalization studies
will attempt to add new rows to the matrix.Verification studies will test whether or not a
particular phenomenon predicted by a particular theory can be observed; failure to verify
can happen due to a lack of power, bad design, or an earlier fault in the inferential chain.
What can lead to a study of competitive theory testing is a row in which different theories
make different predictions. Examples of competing theoretical predictions include those of
H. J. Eysenck (1967) versus Gray (1982) in the role of individual differences in conditioning
during a go/no go paradigm to cues for reward and punishment (Zinbarg & Revelle, 1989;
Zinbarg & Mohlman, 1998). We compare a few the contrasting predictions made for
overall differences in conditioning, and for appetitive and aversive conditioning (Table 2).
Intriguingly enough, the Zinbarg and Revelle (1989) results were also relevant for later
distinguishing between the original “Gray model” and later refinements of “Reinforcement
Sensitivity Theory” by Gray and McNaughton (2000), (Corr, 2007). A more thorough
comparison of the breadth and depth of the Eysenck and Gray models is seen in the work
of Matthews and Gilliland (1999).

Another example of using the matrix of competing theories with multiple phenom-
ena was the examination of anxiety induced decrements on cognitive performance (Leon
& Revelle, 1985). Competing explanations for the detrimental effects of anxiety on per-
formance include a narrowing of attention (Easterbrook, 1959), limitations on working
memory (M. W. Eysenck, 1979; M. W. Eysenck & Mathews, 1987), and distraction due
to off task thoughts (Mandler & Sarason, 1952; Wine, 1971). Using a complex geomet-
ric analogies task developed to compare memory and attentional load, Leon and Revelle
(1985) found mixed support for the distraction hypothesis, and no support for the effects
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Table 2: Theoretical differences between Eysenck and Gray relevant to the Zinbarg and colleagues
studies (1989, 1998). Italicized entries reflect derived hypotheses.

Phenomenon Eysenck Gray
Conditioning

Introverts ++ 0
Appetitive

Conditioning
Introverts ++ Introvert -
Impulsive - Impulsive ++

Aversive
Conditioning

Introverts ++ Introverts +
Anxious + Anxious ++

of anxiety on working memory.
Although it would be reasonable to apply correlational techniques to compare com-

peting predictions such as seen in Table 2, such studies tend not to be done. The emphasis
in most correlational studies is descriptive and confirmatory, that is, to demonstrate a non-
zero correlation between a trait and an outcome, and is less likely to be disconfirmatory or
a comparison of two correlations.

Theory development and theory testing–anomalous findings

However, theory development and testing involves more than simply disconfirming a
theory in one study and immediately moving on to do something new and different. The
degree to which a particular theory has already received empirical confirmation should
inform the interpretation of disconfirmatory findings. H. J. Eysenck (1997) recognized
that not all results will be compatible with predictions; in fact, some will even explicitly
contradict certain theoretical predictions. Although to Gray (1981) the time of day findings
relating extraversion and caffeine induced stress (W. Revelle et al., 1980) were “a dagger in
the heart of Eysenckian theory,” to H. J. Eysenck and Eysenck (1985) they were anomalies
that required theory modification, but not necessarily theory rejection. Approaching such
disconfirmatory results with cautious skepticism, as anomalies indicative of problems with
either theory or method, we can avoid abandoning very useful theories that may need only
minor modification.

The time of day results (W. Revelle et al., 1980) did not lead to a complete rejection
of the basic model (H. J. Eysenck, 1967), for they were shown to be primarily a function of
impulsivity rather than sociability, two components of what was then called extraversion
(Rocklin & Revelle, 1981). Psychometric refinement of the scales and some modest mod-
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ification of the theory led to the revised model (H. J. Eysenck & Eysenck, 1985) that it
was the sociability component of extraversion that was more related to stable differences
in arousal across the day, and the phase differences in the arousal rhythms observed for
impulsivity were no longer incompatible with the revised theory.

Model fitting in structural equation modeling (SEM)

On the surface, the ability to test alternative structural equation models may seem
very similiar to the process of theory testing described above. Although certainly following
the form of hypothesis testing, with statistical tests of the change in model residuals as
a function of relaxing one or more model parameters, these procedures do not allow for
tests of causal structure for all the same reasons that correlational patterns do not imply
causality (Glymour, 2003; Scheines, Spirtes, Glymour, Meek, & Richardson, 1998). Even
if a temporal component is added to the model, the structural equations do not show
causality. Consider the observation that yellow fingers, yellow teeth, and bad breath at
time one are predictors of subsequent lung cancer at time two. Even if a structural model
fit these covariances perfectly, we should not conclude that better dental hygiene would
protect from lung cancer. “No analysis void of experimental data can possibly defend
causal assumptions” (Pearl, 2003, p 289). For, as compelling as the path diagrams of a
SEM are, “It is important to note that, in path diagrams, causal assumptions are encoded
not in the links but, rather, in the missing links” (Pearl, 2003, p 293).

The example of genetic modeling

There is one research area in which experimental and observational data coincide.
Nature, by randomly recombining our genes from generation to generation, and by “exper-
imentally” assigning some participants to two alternative twin conditions, provides data
that can be analyzed as if they were experimental. Structural equation modeling of these
“experiments of nature” allow one to tease out genetic effects that would otherwise be
untestable. That very complex social behaviors have moderate to strong genetic compo-
nents is without question; and that these heritabilities do not follow the OGOSH model
(One Gene One System Hypothesis) is equally without question. That is, it does not follow
that just because something has a high heritability that it reflects a single biological system.
It is implausible that evolutionary pressures have led to particular brain systems for divorce
or television viewing, two complex behaviors that are as heritable as most non-cognitive
traits (Bouchard, 2004; McGue & Bouchard, 1998).

Recommendations

H. J. Eysenck (1997) suggested that if we are to progress to the level of paradigmatic
research in personality we should address several issues. First and foremost is an emphasis
upon programmatic research. That is, more progress can be made working within (and
criticizing) a particular common framework rather than repeatedly relabeling old work as
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“new” and mistaking novelty for progress. If the success of the Big 5 and Five Factor
Theory (Goldberg, 1990; McCrae & Costa, 1999) has taught us anything, it is that we can
make progress by sharing measurements and constructs across laboratories and research
programs. The introduction and availability of the shared item pool as part of the Interna-
tional Personality Item Pool (Goldberg et al., 2006) is an amazing contribution. Another
example, particularly relevant for the theme of experimental theory testing, is the progress
made in testing what was originally known as “Gray’s Theory” (Gray, 1981, 1982) but has
become known as “Reinforcement Sensitivity Theory” (Corr, 2007; Gray & McNaughton,
2000; W. Revelle, 2007a; Smillie, Pickering, & Jackson, 2006). Organized around a set
of hypotheses about the biological bases of individual differences in anxiety, impulsivity,
extraversion, and neuroticism, researchers have focused on improving the measurement
model (Smillie et al., 2006), the implications for pathology (Zinbarg & Yoon, 2007), as well
as our understanding of the genetic and physiological bases (Reuter, 2007) of personality.

Quality of measurement

I often say that when you can measure what you are speaking about, and
express it in numbers, you know something about it; but when you cannot
measure it, when you cannot express it in numbers, your knowledge is of a
meagre and unsatisfactory kind; it may be the beginning of knowledge, but you
have scarcely in your thoughts advanced to the state of Science, whatever the
matter may be. (Thomson, 1889-1891)

It is not surprising that our journals are heavily biased with correla-
tional/observational studies given that most personality researchers receive more train-
ing in measurement techniques than in experimental design. Courses in psychometrics,
Item Response Theory, Structural Equation Modeling, hierarchical linear or mixed effects
models are without question important; good science requires good measurement. While
experimental psychologists could benefit from more training in psychometrics, observa-
tional researchers need to better understand how measurement issues affect the theoretical
inferences drawn from experiments. It is not just the poor benighted experimentalists who
need to focus on the metric properties of their measures. Observationalists do as well (W.
Revelle, 2007b).

As the quality of measurement improves, the ability to falsify hypotheses via discon-
firmatory studies increases. Although measurement is invariably weak early in the process
of theory building, as competing hypotheses are teased apart, improvements in measure-
ment become an essential focus. The use of structural equation modeling, with its emphasis
upon evaluating both the measurement and the structural components of the model can
make a strong addition to our theoretical tool kit at this point. The measurement com-
ponent of the model, by emphasizing multiple indicators for proposed constructs, and
evaluating the adequacy of the constructs to fit the covariances of the indicator variables
forces us to specify models more precisely than has been done in the past.
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What is sometimes overlooked in the quest for structural fits is the basic metric
quality of our measures, particularly as interactions with situational manipulations are
interpreted. For example, some interactions with experimental variables are likely due
to measurement artifacts rather than interactions at the latent level. Non-linearities of
the mapping between the latent construct and the observed indicator are tolerable only
if the mere direction or magnitude of the effect are of interest. But, such non-linearities,
when combined with experimental manipulations, can lead to interaction patterns at the
observed score level that do not reflect interactions at the underlying latent construct level
(W. Revelle, 2007b).

Reliability. Experimentalists should recognize that the quality of measurement is
vitally important. The number of participants has a direct impact upon the statistical
power to detect an effect; however, it does not allow us to correctly estimate the magnitude
of the effect. Although increasing sample size can compensate for the attenuation of effect
sizes due to lower reliability, it is better to improve the reliability to properly estimate the
strength of a relationship.

Validity. Clearly, reliability is not enough. Just as SEM forces us to focus on the
measurement model, so does it force us to focus on the structural model relating the con-
structs. The incorporation of experimental techniques can provide essential clarity as well.
By finding particular manipulations that affect one scale but not another we can resolve
issues that can not be solved by psychometrics alone. Even with thousands of participants,
Rafaeli and Revelle (2006) were unable to conclusively argue against the bipolar nature
of happiness versus sadness, but by showing that these two affects respond differently to
experimental manipulations of mood, the argument was much more compelling.

The integration of experimental and observational approaches

H. J. Eysenck (1997) summarized a career’s worth of research in a brief article in an
effort to integrate the two disciplines of scientific psychology. The articles in this special
issue of the The Journal of Personality address how well we have progressed in the past
ten years. Experimental techniques and findings have much to offer the field of personality
as we move towards a stronger science by doing paradigmatic and programmatic research.
This is important not just for those of us in personality, but for the entire field of psychology,
for personality is the one subdiscipline of the field that requires a knowledge of the entire
field and has the opportunity to provide integrative findings from genes to society.

We reiterate Eysenck’s point that personality psychologists should take advantage
of the theories of cognitive, social and neuro-psychology. We should also borrow the best
of experimental methodologies in order to pit causal theories against each other. At the
same time, personality psychologists should communicate to their cognitive, social, and
physiological colleagues how to take advantage of the power of an analysis of individual
differences.
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